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• Following the strong risk rally witnessed in the second half of the previous week, markets seem

to have turned cautious to begin the new week as investors assess the latest developments. The

US Dollar Index stages a rebound after losing nearly 4% last week trade in negative territory.

• Commenting on the reaction to the soft October Consumer Price Index (CPI) data, Federal

Reserve Governor Christopher Waller argued that markets were "way out in front" and added

rates will not fall until there is "clear, strong" evidence inflation is falling. Meanwhile, San

Francisco Fed President Mary Daly advised that markets should stop thinking about the pace of

rate hikes and start thinking about the level.

• Today, Eurostat will publish September Industrial Production data and the US economic docket

will not feature any high-impact macroeconomic data releases. Nevertheless, investors will pay

close attention to comments from US Federal Reserve officials, including Vice Chair Lael

Brainard and NY Fed President John Williams.
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EURUSD

 EUR/USD consolidates the biggest weekly gains since March 2020 as it is dropping to 1.0300

during Monday’s Asian session. Hawkish commentaries from ECB and expectations for a

retreat in the US dollar are restricting EUR/USD in a limited territory.

 European Central Bank (ECB) Governing Council member Isabel Schnabel noted last week

that inflation expectations in the Eurozone are still broadly anchored but added that risks of

high inflation persistence had increased further, as reported by Reuters. He further added that

only a deep recession in Eurozone could save the economy from mounting inflation.

 A minor pullback move towards the support of 1.0260 will be an optimal buying opportunity

for investors, which will drive the major towards the resistance of 1.0470. On the flip side,

should the asset drop below 1.0260, the prospects of a correction will be towards September 12

high around 1.0200 which point the bulls could be lurking.
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GBPUSD

 GBP/USD takes offers to refresh the intraday low near 1.1755 during early Monday morning in

Europe. Bloomberg came out with the news suggesting the UK Chancellor Jeremy Hunt may

delay cuts to defend the British economy should have challenged the GBP/USD bears but the

latest announcements suggesting more tax hikes and comments from UK Prime Minister Rishi

Sunak weigh on the quote.

 Reuters quotes The Independent while stating, “The government must follow through on its

promise of tax rises and spending cuts in this week's autumn statement or risk a market

backlash destabilizing the UK economy, Rishi Sunak has said.”

 A less-confident pullback move to September 13 high near 1.1740 will activate a bargain buy.

An occurrence of the same will drive the asset towards August 26 high, around 1.1900.

Alternatively, a slippage below 1.1740 will drag the cable towards 1.1640, followed by

November 08 high around 1.1600.
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 The USD/JPY pair attracts some buying near the 138.80 region on the first day of a new week

and reverses a part of Friday's slide.

 "Abnormally one-sided, sharp yen weakening appears to have paused, thanks partly to the

government’s FX intervention," Bank of Japan (BoJ) Governor Haruhiko Kuroda said on

Monday and noted that the wasn't expecting the US Dollar's "solo strength" to last indefinitely.

 For more upside, bulls need to surpass the 140.35, which will send the pair to the resistance of

142.00. On the contrary, the sellers need a sustained move below today's low at 138.80 to

retake control. This will drag the yen pair towards August 23 high around 137.70.
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XAUUSD

 XAU/USD remains pressured around the intraday low near $1,760, snapping two-day uptrend

at the highest levels in the opening session this week.

 On November 12, the number of daily coronavirus in China rose to nearly 15,000 from 11,950

on November 11. Explaining the changes that they have made to coronavirus restrictions,

China's top health officials noted that they were not "relaxing rules" but instead refining them.

"It is necessary to maintain strategic focus, and scientifically and accurately do the work of

epidemic prevention and control," China's National Health Commission (NHC) said in a

statement on Sunday.

 Technically, the pair’s ability to oversteps above the resistance of $1,760 keeps the Gold buyers

hopeful to aim for August 11 low, surrounding $1,785. However, a sustained move below the

$1,760 level will send the precious metal to October 04 high around, $1,730.
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 The main U.S. indexes extended gains from the previous session after soft inflation data

supported expectations of smaller interest rate hikes by the U.S. Federal Reserve.

 With this, the S&P 500 added nearly 1%. Of the 11 S&P 500 sector indexes, six rose, led by

energy, up 3.07%, followed by a 2.48% gain in communication services.

 The asset is expected to face barricades near the supply zone placed around 4,000. Should the

asset test this resistance area, responsive sellers could drag the index towards the support of

3,900. On the flip side, if the asset oversteps the supply zone confidently, bulls will drive the

asset towards 4,050, followed by the upper band of daily bearish channel near 4,100.
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